"40 Ways to Play"
Cards4Humanity are meant to be given to anyone, anywhere, and in any way you like. Simply pay
attention to the moment, follow your heart, and let your kindness and creativity soar! Choose any of the
ideas below to here kick off your game of giving, or create your own!
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Give to a friend, family member, or loved one going through a hard time
Leave on the windshield of someone’s car
Write a letter telling someone how awesome you think they are and include the Cards4Humanity
Leave for your server at a restaurant (an extra generous tip is nice too!)
Hand to a stranger and ask them to share their answer to the question on the back
Leave at a gas pump for the next person to find
Hide in a book at the library to add a little real-life intrigue to the story!
Randomly place on a shelf at a grocer story, drug store, or any shop for someone to find
Drop in a tip jar for an extra dose of inspiration
Stick in a parking meter for the next person
Include in the automatic “tube” of the bank drive-through line for the teller
Ask the cashier in a drive-thru to pass to the Cards4Humanity to the car behind you
Hand an extra Cards4Humanity to the drive-thru cashier as a thank you!
Create a day of kindness by giving away all 21 Cards4Humanity in one day!
Hide in the house of a friend or family member when you’re over for dinner
Leave a Cards4Humanity on the seat of a public bus/Uber/taxi/etc. for the next person to find
Hand two Cards4Humanity to a stranger – one for them, and one they can give to someone else (so they can enjoy the
benefits of giving too!)
18. Leave on the desk of a coworker to brighten their day
19. Randomly tape the Cards4Humanity all over town showering everyone in kindness
20. Secretly drop a card into a friend’s bag or backpack
21. Hide a Cards4Humanity in a friend's car (glovebox, console, dropdown sunglass compartment)
22. Leave in a cubby at the gym or yoga studio
23. Ask a server to leave a Cards4Humanity with the check for another table in the restaurant
24. Place on the mirror of a public bathroom or bathroom at a friend’s house
25. Drop into the collection plate at church
26. Leave on a public bench at a park
27. Include the Cards4Humanity wrapped in a cash tip for a service person
28. Take the cards to a nursing home or assisted living and have a conversation with the residents
29. Bring to your book club or group and take turns asking the questions and then tell them to pass them along…
30. Set up a Cards4Humanity stand and invite people into a conversation using the cards, giving them to each person who
joins
31. Hide among the coffee stirrers and creamers at a coffee shop
32. Leave in the drink cooler of a gas station or convenience store
33. Leave in the waiting room of a doctor’s office – it may be the extra “medicine” they need!
34. Host a dinner party and use the Cards4Humanity questions as conversation starters, then give the cards away as gifts
35. Find a classmate who looks lonely or may need to be shown kindness and leave them a card (bonus points for using
the question on the back to strike up a conversation!)
36. Pick a specific area and create a buzz by doing a “Kindness Blitz!” Leave a Cards4Humanity on every car windshield or
tucked in every doorway to get everyone talking!
37. Hide a Cards4Humanity and then send a clue to a friend to find it
38. Tuck a card inside a bouquet of flowers you are giving to someone
39. Look up a random address and mail the Cards4Humanity with a note that says, “I don’t know you – but I thought you
may need some inspiration today so I’m sending this card your way!”
40. Walk down a busy sidewalk and hand people Cards4Humanity with a smile and a simple, “This is for you!” and keep
walking.

